
What is a Course Authorisation?
In order to be allowed to play on a course in Switzerland, 
players need a "Course Authorisation" which is similar to a 
driving license for cars. The"Course Authorisation" is obtained 
by passing a theoretical and a practical exam.

The Course Authorisation is an official document proving that 
the player has the basic theoretical knowledge and that he 
or she has a playing level that allows moving on a golf course 
with confidence, without hindering other players.

Practically all ASG clubs, Driving Ranges and Pitch&Putts offer 
a preparation for the Course Authorisation exam through 
individual lessons or small groups. Please inquire at your 
club about the offers available to beginners. Besides golfing 
technique, learning the rules and etiquette is also part of the 
course.

Official Course Authorisation Form

How do I get my first EGA handicap?
After passing the Course Authorisation exam, a player may 
enter tournaments or return EDS (Extra Day Score) score-
cards. Attaining a first EGA Handicap of 54 or better can be 
achieved with a score of 36 Stableford points over 18 holes 
or 18 Stableford points over 9 holes: however, this must be 
done on a course offically rated by the ASG. The score must 
be confirmed and signed by a marker with an EGA handicap 
of 36 or better.

If the exam for Course Authorisation takes place on an ASG 
rated 9 or 18 hole course, the card may be validated towards 
attaining a first EGA handicap. In order to attain a handicap, 
the player must have an ASG license.
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Goal

The Course Authorisation attests that the beginner golfer 
plays fast enough, he / she observes safety rules while moving 
on the course, avoids putting himself / herself or other golfers 
in danger and has a basic knowledge of the Rules of Golf.

A: Theory (test conducted by a person designated by the club)
Theory test: 40 questions on the Rules and Etiquette. The  
theory test is succeeded when at least 28 answers are correct.

B: Golf technique on the practice tee (conducted by a 
Swiss PGA Pro)
The technical exam on the practice tee (Putting Green, Chip-
ping Green, Driving Range) can take place in one or several 
sessions. The Pro certifies the results and enters them on an 
exam sheet. Tests are conducted in the following areas:

Drives: 6 attempts; the goal is to reach 80 m flying  
distance for men and 70 m for women with at 
least 3 out of 6 attempts

Long game: 6 attempts with a wood, hybrid or medium iron; 
the goal is to reach 60 m flying distance with at 
least 3 out of 6 attempts

Pitching:  6 attempts at a distance of 15 to 18 m to the 
hole; the goal is to place at least 2 balls out of  
6 within a 6m radius

Chipping:  6 attempts at a distance of 10 to 12 m to the 
hole; the goal is to place at least 2 balls out of  
6 within a 4 m radius

Bunkers:  6 attempts; the goal is to place 2 balls out of  
6 on the green

Putting: 9 holes putting course (3x 3 m, 3 x 6 m, 3 x 9 m); 
the goal is to take a maximum of 21 strokes with 
one single ball

Once the theoretical and technical exams successfully 
passed, the examination may continue on an ASG rated 
course, on a 6–9 holes course or a Pitch & Putt course.

C: Playing the course (normally supervised by a Swiss PGA pro)

Etiquette: safety, respect for others, pace of play, priority, 
care of the course
Golfing ability on the course: tee-shots, long game,  
pitching, chipping, bunkers, putting
Completing a scorecard and calculating stableford points 

The expert will assess the player's performance against the 
above criteria and decide whether the exam is successful or 
not. If the exam was conducted on an ASG rated course of 9 
or 18 holes, the signed scorecard may be validated towards 
attaining a first handicap. For the Course Authorisation to 
be recognised, the player must be in possession of an ASG 
license at an ASG Club or at either one of the two public golf 
organizations (ASGI or Migros).

Clubs may set additional conditions for passing the Course 
Authorisation (AP) exam.

Course Authorisation
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Course Authorisation Exam

Surname Firstname

Address ZIP / City

Date of birth E-Mail

Telephone Mobile

Theory test                correct answers passed

Theory test of 40 questions on the Rules and Etiquette
 (with Rules book). The theory test is succeeded when at
least 28 answers are correct.

Expert Function

Date Signature

Golf technique on the practice tee  points number passed

Drives: 6 attempts 

Long game: 6 attempts with a wood, hybrid or medium iron

Pitching: 6 attempts at a distance of 15 to 18 m to the hole

Chipping: 6 attempts at a distance of 10 to 12 m to the hole

Putting: 9 holes (3x 3 m, 3 x 6 m, 3 x 9 m); with one single ball, max. 21 strokes

Bunkers: the goal is to place 2 balls out of 6 on the green

Signature SwissPGA Pro 

Playing the course    passed  
   
Etiquette

Safety

Respect for others

Pace of play 

Priority

Care of the course

Playing the course

Tee-shots

Long game

Pitching

Chipping

Putting

Completing a scorecard

Players who passed succesfully the exam will receive the ASG Certificate.  

Golfcourse

Expert Function

Date Signature
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Contacts

Association Suisse de Golf
Place de la Croix-Blanche 19
1066 Epalinges
Telephone 021 785 70 00
info@asg.ch

Swiss PGA
1066 Epalinges
Telephone 041 500 17 17
info@swisspga.ch

ASGI
Chemin de Closalet 18
1023 Crissier
Telephone 021 633 06 06
info@asgi.ch

ASG GolfCard Migros
Neue Riedstrasse 72
8112 Otelfingen
Telephone 044 846 68 14
golfcard@golfparks.ch
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